Planning Staff Report to
Design Review Board - Neighborhood
January 31, 2019
for the February 7, 2019 Public Hearing

Docket Number:

CA 18-1001

Applicant:

Matt Ruth

Property Owner:

Hillary and Steven Serafino

Property Location:

117 BUTLER AVE

Tax Map Number:

001600-01-00100

Acreage:

0.15

Zoning:

R-6, Single-Family Residential District

Proposal:

Construction of a new single-family detached home

Staff Recommendation:

Approval with conditions

Staff Analysis:
The applicant proposes to construct a new single-family home in the Hampton-Pinckney Neighborhood
Preservation Overlay, located at the corner of Butler Avenue and Hampton Avenue. The brick home will
be two stories, fronting Butler Avenue.
The front façade is highlighted by a rounding wrap porch with a low wall on the Butler/Hampton Avenue
corner. Another highlight on the front is the arched doorway. Decorative brick “X” patterns are provided
below the windows on the left side of the front façade to provide additional visual interest. Roof brackets
are provided under the soffits. The corner quoins have been removed since this design was first reviewed
by the DRB in January.
The decorative “X” pattern is repeated on the left side elevation to break up a blank portion of wall; a
stairwell and bathroom is on the interior in his area.
The right side is also the Hampton Avenue elevation. Landscaping and pavers will visually extend the
porch into side yard and to the rear of the property, where the garage is accessed.
The rear elevation includes an open porch with an exposed fireplace; this area is an extension of the
interior living space through the french doors. Garage access is from the rear; lighting on each side of
the garage doors is proposed to be a six-sided London sconce.
The house is proposed to be constructed with a white brick veneer. Asphalt shingle roofing is proposed,
with a metal roof atop the front porch (specific colors not mentioned). HVAC location is not indicated.
Staff notes questions/concerns and would recommend the following to the Design Review Board’s
deliberations:
1.) The front window at the porch. The use on the interior is a bathroom and a bathtub is proposed just
inside this window. Staff would like additional information as to whether or not this window will be a clear
glass, spandrel, tinted or controlled in any other way. Staff recommends that this be discussed and
finalized as part of the final approval and notes that the final disposition of this window treatment could
have a significant impact on the overall front elevation building presentation.

2.) White brick veneer. Staff is concerned about a general approval of the color white due to the large
range of shades available. Staff recommends that the white be compatible with the majority of the shades
of white already represented within the neighborhood.
3.) Asphalt shingle roofing. Asphalt shingles range in quality from low-end, generic to high-end
architectural shingles with shade and shadow and color variation characteristics. Staff recommends that
the asphalt shingle be in keeping with the history and character of the neighborhood.
4.) Metal roof at the front porch. Like asphalt shingles, metal roofs come in a wide variety. Staff would
recommend a metal roof, in style and color, in keeping with the historic neighborhood such as a standing
seam.
5.) Gutters and downspouts. While not normally a feature that receives comment, the use of downspouts
in this design is clearly an important part of the overall building design presentation. Therefore, staff would
recommend a historic material, such as copper, or other specified by the Design Review Board, be
required.
Staff notes that the surrounding area is comprised of homes of varying scale, materiality and colors. The
proposed house incorporates many of the architectural characteristics outlined in the design guidelines
for new residential construction. The setbacks, mass, scale and other proportions are consistent with the
fabric of the block and district. Staff also reviewed preliminary site plan area calculations and confirms
the house plan meets required setbacks and impervious regulations. Therefore, staff recommends
approval with conditions.
APPLICABLE DESIGN GUIDELINES:
AR.6 A new building should appear similar in scale to traditional single family houses.
A. New construction should appear similar in mass and scale to nearby historic structures.
B. New construction should be within five feet of the average height of historic structures within the
immediate neighborhood.
C. On larger structures, subdivide larger masses into smaller “modules” that are similar in size to
single-family residences seen traditionally.
AR.7
A.
B.
C.
D.

The form of a new building should be similar to those seen traditionally in the historic
district.
Use building forms similar to those found traditionally in a district.
Use traditional roof forms.
The number and size of dormers should be limited on a roof, such that the primary roof form
remains prominent.
Roofs should be similar in scale to those used historically on comparable buildings.

AR.8
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Building materials for new construction should be similar to materials seen historically.
Maintain the existing range of exterior wall materials found in the historic district.
Exterior wood finishes should appear similar to those used historically.
Masonry should appear similar to that used historically.
Materials should be applied in a manner similar to that used historically.
Newer, synthetic materials may be considered for a new structure, if they appear similar in
character and detailing to traditional building materials.
F. Roof materials should be composite shingles and convey a scale and texture similar to that
used traditionally.

AR.9
A.
B.
C.

A new building should be visually compatible with historic structures in the area.
A new building should not be designed to look old.
Using contemporary interpretations of historic styles is encouraged for new buildings.
New architectural details should relate to comparable historic elements in general size, shape,
scale and finish.

D. Where a deck is used, it should be unobtrusive, as seen from the street.
E. Use contemporary interpretations of architectural features that are common to traditional
buildings in the neighborhood.
F. If they are to be used, design ornamental elements, such as brackets and porches, to be in
scale with similar historic features.
AR.15
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Use colors to create a coordinated color scheme for a building.
The facade should “read” as a single composition.
Employ color schemes that are simple in character.
Base or background colors should be muted.
Reserve the use of bright colors for accents only.
Consider the architectural period when choosing paint colors for a building based on the date of
construction.
F. Consider the architectural style when choosing paint colors for a building.

AR.5
A.
B.
C.
D.

Minimize the visual impacts of mechanical equipment and service areas as seen from the
public way.
Screen mechanical equipment from view.
Do not locate utility connections and service boxes on the primary facade.
A service area should not be visible from a public way.
Trash storage should be designed to be secure from animals.
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